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1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California at Riverside, Riverside, CaliforniaABSTRACT Highly symmetric nanoshells are found in many biological systems, such as clathrin cages and viral shells. Many
studies have shown that symmetric shells appear in nature as a result of the free-energy minimization of a generic interaction
between their constituent subunits. We examine the physical basis for the formation of symmetric shells, and by using a minimal
model, demonstrate that these structures can readily grow from the irreversible addition of identical subunits. Our model of
nanoshell assembly shows that the spontaneous curvature regulates the size of the shell while the mechanical properties of
the subunit determine the symmetry of the assembled structure. Understanding the minimum requirements for the formation
of closed nanoshells is a necessary step toward engineering of nanocontainers, which will have far-reaching impact in both
material science and medicine.INTRODUCTIONThe spontaneous assembly of building blocks into complex
ordered structures is ubiquitous in nature. Examples include
the formation of symmetric shells with extraordinary accu-
racy such as clathrin vesicles for membrane trafficking in
cells and viral shells for the protection and transportation
of the viral genome. Based on very simple physical princi-
ples, it has been argued that small spherical viruses display
structures with icosahedral symmetry (1), and while some
larger clathrin vesicles are irregular in shape, the smallest
clathrin shells observed in the in vitro studies tend to take
on a discrete set of symmetric structures (2). Fig. 1 shows
the three-dimensional image reconstructions of enterovirus
71, an icosahedral virus (3) and a D6 symmetric clathrin
coat (4) obtained through the use of spatial averaging over
the set of associated symmetries.
The simplicity and highly symmetric shape of viral shells,
with diameters ranging from 20 to 120 nm, have in particular
attracted the attention of scientists for many decades (5–11).
The simplest viruses are made of a genome encapsulated in a
protein shell called the capsid. Quite remarkably, undermany
circumstances, the viral coat proteins assemble spontane-
ously around its genome or other negatively charged cargoes
to form capsids identical to those observed in vivo (12–16).
Despite the importance of engineered biological nanoshells
in gene and drug delivery and other biomedical technologies,
the mechanisms and factors that control the structure and sta-
bility of shells made of identical building blocks are just
beginning to be understood. Constructing the building blocks
with interactions similar to those in the natural nanocon-
tainers may lead to the fabrication and design of precise syn-
thetic nanostructures (11,17,18).Submitted October 14, 2014, and accepted for publication July 28, 2015.
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0006-3495/15/09/0956/10There have been many studies investigating the equilib-
rium shapes of shells formed from one or two identical sub-
units under external constraints (7–9,11,16,19–22). The
simple case of spherical colloids or circular disks con-
strained to reside on the surface of a sphere shows that the
stability of formed shells depends strongly on the number
of assembly subunits and interactions between them. For
example, the solutions of the optimal packing problem of
N identical hard disks on the surface of a sphere, known
as the Tammes problem, reveal the presence of a number
of local maxima in the plot of the sphere coverage versus
number of disks, N. The structures characterized by the
‘‘magic numbers’’, N ¼ 12, 24, 32, 44,. corresponding to
the local maximum coverage, often have higher symmetry
than their neighboring structures (8). A different set of
magic numbers appear when minimizing the free energy
of the N identical disks interacting through a Lennard-Jones
potential. Some of these magic numbers and their associated
shells coincide with the number of capsomers (protein
multimers) in structures displaying icosahedral symmetry.
Magic numbers corresponding to nonicosahedral shells
with octahedral and cubic symmetries also appear in Monte
Carlo simulations of disks sitting on the surface of a sphere
(7,8) or prolate ellipsoids with an anisotropic Lennard-Jones
potential (23), consistent with the structures observed
in vitro virus assembly experiments.
The same magic numbers and structures were observed in
the Monte Carlo simulations of the self-assembly of cone-
shaped particles with attractive interactions (11). The au-
thors in Chen et al. (11) showed that over a range of cone
angles, a unique precise sequence of robust clusters form
under equilibrium conditions. Note that the self-assembly
of attractive spheres under a spherical convexity constraint
reproduces exactly the same sequence of shells (24). The
structure and symmetry of the small cluster sizes in thesehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.07.041
FIGURE 1 Images of (a) a viral shell (enterovirus 71) and (b) a small cla-
thrin coat. The viral shell is a T ¼ 3 icosahedral virus, constructed of 180
identical protein subunits. The proteins sit in three color-coded quasi-equiv-
alent positions (grouped into triangles as seen with the dark outline in sub-
figure a). The clathrin coat (b) has a D6 dihedral symmetry, and is often
referred to as a D6 barrel. The clathrin molecules have a triskelion (three-
legged) shape that binds antiparallel leg-to-leg. The symmetries displayed
by these shells allow for very detailed imaging through the technique of
spatial averaging. To see this figure in color, go online.
Robust Assembly of Symmetric Nanoshells 957simulations (11,24) were identical to those observed in
the experimental studies of evaporation-driven assembly
of colloidal spheres (17).
Quite interestingly, some of these magic numbers also ap-
peared in completely different experiments, which showed
that, under appropriate conditions, clathrin molecules spon-
taneously assemble in vitro to form highly symmetric vesi-
cles whose radii depend on the size of cargoes (2). The fact
that in distinct systems we observe shells with identical
symmetry reveals the existence of a common underlying
design principle governing the assembly of these structures.
One can readily observe that the building blocks of all the
aforementioned systems can be packed with hexagonal sym-
metry in a flat space. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2,
which shows a viral capsid, a clathrin vesicle, and a shell
constructed of spheres, all with their associated building
blocks. All shells in Fig. 2 have icosahedral symmetry.
While defect-free stacks of hexagonal layers in three-
dimensional space can easily grow from irreversible accre-
tion of Lennard-Jones particles, a closed shell requires the
formation of 12 defects with a local fivefold rotational
symmetry (pentamers). In symmetric shells, the position
of pentamers with respect to each other is precise, i.e., the
symmetry can be readily broken if one pentamer is slightly
misplaced.One would then expect that the assembly of highly sym-
metric shells proceeds reversibly. In fact, most previous
studies and simulations were done assuming that the process
of assembly is to some extent reversible, and that the sub-
units can dissociate from the shell, at least at the early stages
of growth (10,15,20,23,25–29). This process of dissociation
also allows the shell to correct mistakes in the growth pro-
cess to some extent.
In this article, we investigate the growth of a shell by sub-
units that can connect to each other with a local hexagonal
symmetry. Despite the sensitivity of the symmetry of shells
to the exact location of pentamers, under many experimental
conditions the self-assembly of perfect icosahedral virus
capsids is robust and efficient. The robustness of the process
raises the question of whether a reversible assembly
pathway that allows for the dissociation of subunits at every
step is necessary for the formation of symmetric nanocon-
tainers. To this end, we develop a simple model to investi-
gate the assembly of shells constructed from identical
subunits, with the minimum set of designing principles for
irreversible growth under which each subunit is permanently
fixed in position upon addition to the growing shell. Unex-
pectedly, we find that the shells irreversibly grow to form
the highly symmetric structures observed in biological sys-
tems and in equilibrium studies ((7,11,23,24); see Figs. 5, 6,
and 7 in which the shells are shown with subunits from the
systems of interest, as well as Fig. A1 in the Appendix rep-
resenting all shells with the uniform triangular subunits).
We emphasize that many previous simulations of shell as-
sembly should not be considered completely reversible from
the first step of assembly to the completion of the shell. If
the binding energy between subunits is sufficiently large,
subunits with multiple bonds, such as those in a complete
shell, will not dissociate in the timescales simulated
(10,25–27). In comparison with these simulations, this study
sits at the limit of large binding energies between subunits.
Note that the completely irreversible growth of shells has
been previously studied and has successfully explained the
irregular structures observed in retroviruses (6,30,31). Our
focus in this article, however, is on the impact of irreversible
assembly on the formation of symmetric shells.
It is worth mentioning that the previous kinetic studies of
self-assembly of Lennard-Jones particles confined to theFIGURE 2 Three different systems that display a
shell with the exact same symmetry. (Solid triangle)
Background of each subfigure highlights the trian-
gular subunits. Shell (a) is constructed of trimers
similar to the viral shells, shell (b) is a soccer ball
clathrin coat constructed from triskelion molecules,
and shell (c) is built of small spheres connected
through Lennard-Jones potential with a convexity
constraint. As seen in the background, all the sub-
units display a local hexagonal symmetry if packed
onto a flat surface. To see this figure in color,
go online.
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958 Wagner and Zandisurface of a sphere show that it is impossible to assemble
icosahedral or other symmetric shells when following
reversible growth pathways that allow for the rearrangement
of particles at any position in the growing shell (20). This
effect could be explained by the work of Fejer et al. (23),
in which the authors find that during the assembly process
the incomplete shells relax to nonspherical configurations,
and thus a spherical template with isotropic Lennard-
Jones interaction between particles might not be able to
completely explain the kinetic assembly of viral shells.
We note that while there is a striking similarity among the
disparate systems of viral capsids, clathrin vesicles, and
shells constructed from spheres or cones, there are also sig-
nificant differences. Viral capsids in vivo tend to only form
structures with icosahedral symmetry, while the clathrin
molecules as well as conical particles form shells with addi-
tional symmetries. The goal of the article is to explain the
basis of similarities and differences displayed in nature’s
nanocontainers. According to our studies, the differences
in these systems are the results of the distinct mechanical
properties of their constituent building blocks. Our findings
elucidate the kinetic pathways of assembly and fundamental
packing principles in curved space observed in the distinct
biological structures.MATERIALS AND METHODS
To study the kinetic pathways of the shell growth, we employed triangular
subunits, which can represent a trimer of viral capsid proteins, a triskelion
molecule, or a locus of three disks (see the highlighted triangles in Fig. 2).
In the model, the growth proceeds through the irreversible addition of the
triangular subunits to the exterior edges of the incomplete shell. After the
addition of each subunit, the elastic sheet is allowed to relax and to find
its minimum energy configuration. The minimization of the elastic energy
of the growing shell is done numerically using a nonlinear conjugate
gradient method (32).
The two-dimensional growing shell is a bond network built from trian-
gles representing the smallest subunit of the shell (see Fig. 3 a). Whilea b
c
d
FIGURE 3 Subunit illustrated as an equilateral triangle (a). The subunits
bond together edge to edge, and the growth of the shell proceeds by adding
the subunit to the location with the smallest opening angle, a (b). As the
shell grows, the two unbound edges can either bind to form a pentamer
(c), or a new subunit can be added and bound along both edges to form a
hexamer (d). The choice between forming a pentamer and a hexamer is
based on what leads to a lower energy per subunit in the growing shell.
Biophysical Journal 109(5) 956–965the subunit in Fig. 3 a corresponds to the locus of three disks, any other
trimers illustrated in Fig. 2 could be used. The energy of the triangular
shell can then be separated into the bond stretching and bending energies
(6,9). The stretching energy comes from deforming the subunits from the
preferred shape of an equilateral triangle, and is modeled by considering
each bond as a linear spring with spring constant ks. The stretching energy
is then simply a sum of the deformation energy over all triangles,
Es ¼
X
i
X3
a¼ 1
ks
2

bai  b0
2
; (1)
where i indexes the triangular subunits, b0 is the equilibrium length of the
bonds, and b a is the length of the ath bond in the ith subunit. The bendingi
energy results from the deviation of the local radius of curvature from the
preferred one and is calculated by summing over all neighboring pairs of
triangular subunits
Eb ¼
X
hiji
kb

1 cosqij  q0; (2)
where hiji indexes pairs of joined subunits, kb is the torsional spring
constant, and q is the preferred angle between two subunits determined0
by the spontaneous radius of curvature R0. The angle between neighboring
subunits, qij, is defined by the relation cosqij ¼ bni,bni, where bni is the
normal vector for the ith subunit. The preferred angle q0 is defined as the
angle between the normal vectors of two equilateral triangles sharing a
side of length b0 and whose vertices sit on a sphere of radius R0. The explicit
relation between the preferred angle and radius of curvature is
sinq0=2 ¼ ð12R20=b20  3Þ1=2.
The total energy of the two-dimensional bond network depends upon two
dimensionless parameters, g ¼ ksb20=kb and R0/b0. The parameter g, the
Foppl von Karman (FvK) number, presents the relative difficulty of deform-
ing a subunit from its equilateral triangular shape versus the difficulty of
bending away from the preferred radius of curvature. The second dimen-
sionless parameter R0/b0 is simply the spontaneous radius of curvature.
Note that the FvK number in this work is normalized with respect to size
of the subunits b0. The FvK number and the spontaneous curvature R0/b0
both depend on intrinsic properties of proteins such as the equilibrium
shape and resistance to deformation, and on solution conditions such as
pH and ionic strength that can modify the protein surface charge resulting
in a change in protein-protein interaction (23).
To assemble a shell, we assume the structure grows along the minimum
free-energy path, so at each assembly step a new subunit is added to the
growing edge such that it maximizes the number of neighbors at the vertices
of the newly accreted subunit. This is accomplished in practice by adding
the new subunit to the location with the smallest opening angle a (see
Fig. 3 b).
The assembly algorithm described above mimics the physical situation in
which the line tension of partially assembled structure is high or protein-
protein interaction is weak enough such that the subunits can easily move
around to explore all configurations and then attach themselves to the loca-
tion where they maximize the number of bonds. The idea that the subunit
has time to explore the edge and find the optimal position is expected for
the growth of symmetric shells (33). Furthermore, we allow the shell to
relax between the addition of every subunit assuming that the relaxation
time of the elastic stresses in the shell is shorter than the time it takes for
the addition of next subunit to the growing shell, consistent with our
assumption of high line-tension or weak protein-protein interaction. What
distinguishes this work further from the previous kinetic and equilibrium
studies of formation of icosahedral viruses is that while our assembly pro-
cess mimics the situation in which each subunit is allowed to diffuse along
the edge to find its optimum position, the attachment of each individual sub-
unit is irreversible from the very first step of the growth process.
The formation of a pentamer or hexamer is shown in Fig. 3. If a vertex on
the edge of a growing shell already has five triangles attached, then the
Robust Assembly of Symmetric Nanoshells 959assembly could proceed in two different ways: 1) joining the two neigh-
boring edges without adding a new subunit and thus forming a pentamer
as in Fig. 3 c, or 2) inserting a new subunit and constructing a hexamer
as in Fig. 3 d. The choice between forming a pentamer or a hexamer is
made based on the opening angle. In the previous versions of this model
(30), if a was larger than a critical opening angle acrit, a hexamer would
be formed; otherwise, a pentamer would be assembled. In Levandovsky
and Zandi (30) and Yu et al. (31), the value acrit was ~30, but the final struc-
tures were insensitive to the exact value of acrit. For the purpose of this
article, we used an additional method in which a pentamer or hexamer
were chosen based on which configuration induces a lower energy per sub-
unit in the elastic sheet. That is, when choosing between a pentamer and a
hexamer during the growth process, two trial shells are formed—a pentamer
and a hexamer. The shell with the lower energy per subunit is chosen, and
the other shell is discarded. Quite interestingly, using the two aforemen-
tioned methods, we found qualitatively identical results. The phase diagram
presented in Fig. 4 is obtained based on the latter method.
In addition to the deterministic simulations described above, we intro-
duced stochasticity into the simulated growth. For the deterministic growth,
each subunit is added to the location with the smallest opening angle, a.
However, for the stochastic model, each position for addition of the next
protein is weighted based on the following criteria: 1) the smallest opening
angle is considered the most probable one; 2) opening angles within some
range (a þ s) of the minimum are assumed to be about equally probable;
and 3) opening angles much larger than the minimum should be very un-
likely. A Gaussian-weighting function wi centered on the minimum angle,
a with width s, has all these properties, given as
wi ¼ e
1
2
ðaiaÞ2
s2 ; (3)
with ai as the opening angle at the ith vertex along the exterior edge. The
location of the new subunit is then randomly chosen from the list of possiblevertices labeled index i, where the probability of choosing the ith vertex is
proportional to the weight given in Eq. 3. In the stochastic model we still
allow the shell to relax and reach its minimum elastic energy configuration
after the addition of each subunit, and to choose between pentamers and
hexamers in the same manner as in the deterministic model. It can be noted
at this point that the deterministic model is simply the stochastic model inFIGURE 4 Parameter space plot for the deterministic model showing the
different kind of shells grown for values of the dimensionless parameters g
and R0/b0. (Dark-shaded contiguous regions, A–H) Regions where only
a single type of symmetric shell is grown. These structures are shown
in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. (Hashed region, H*) Region where symmetric shell
is found along with several similarly sized nonsymmetric shells. (Open
areas) Regions in which different types of shells without any specific sym-
metry are grown. (Unlabeled dark-shaded region, upper-right corner of the
plot with large FvK number and large spontaneous radius of curvature)
Region in which no pentamers can be formed and the elastic sheet curves
around to form a cylinder. To provide a consistent comparison between
all symmetric shells, we illustrate them all using the same subunit; see
Fig. A1. To see this figure in color, go online.the limit as s approaches zero. For nonzero s, the stochastic nature of this
second model allows for the possibility of multiple different shells to be
grown from the same set of parameters.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We investigated the growth of shells as described in the pre-
vious section for several values of dimensionless parameters
0:1<g< 10 and 1.1 < R0/b0 < 1.8. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
we found that over a large range of parameter space, only
a few different structures formed. Most of these structures
had high symmetry and were robust, insensitive to small
changes in the subunit’s spontaneous radius of curvature
or mechanical properties. The shaded regions labeled A–H
in Fig. 4 correspond to the symmetric shells presented in
Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively plotted with the subunits
shown in Fig. 2, a–c. The reason we plotted the shells
with different types of subunits will become clear below.
All symmetric shells are shown together with the same
type of subunit in Fig. A1 in the Appendix. The number
of subunits ns and vertices N for each structure are given
in the caption of Fig. A1.
To investigate the effect on the shell size of FvK number
and the spontaneous radius of curvature, we studied in detail
the growth of small shells for a fixed value of the FvK num-
ber and a range of spontaneous radius of curvatures. Note
that the FvK number is the ratio of the stretching to bending
modulus, and as such a large FvK number corresponds to a
system in which the subunits significantly resist deformation
from the shape of an equilateral triangle, while a small one
corresponds to a system in which the subunits can be easily
deformed.
The results of our simulations for an intermediate value of
FvK number g ¼ 2 are plotted in Fig. 8, which shows the
average radius of completed shells versus the spontaneous
radius of curvature. The stair-step-like feature in Fig. 8
shows that there is a discrete set of shells, formed according
to the spontaneous radius of curvature. In general for FvKFIGURE 5 Structures presented with the three-legged triskelion sub-
units. These shells are very similar to clathrin coats. Of particular interest
are the symmetric shells seen in the in vitro studies of empty clathrin coats,
such as the minicoat with 28 subunits and tetrahedral symmetry (D), the
hexagonal barrel with 36 subunits and D6 dihedral symmetry (E), the tennis
ball with 36 subunits and D2 symmetry (E*), and the soccer ball with 60
subunits and icosahedral symmetry (G). The (D), (E), (E*), and (G) struc-
tures correspond to the labeled regions in Figs. 4 and 11. Note that (E*) only
appears in stochastic simulations (see the text). To see this figure in color,
go online.
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FIGURE 6 Three shells grown with icosahedral symmetry, reminiscent
of viral shells. These shells contain (A) 20, (G) 60, and (H) 80 subunits cor-
responding to T¼ 1, T¼ 3, and T¼ 4 viral shells based on the Caspar-Klug
classification of icosahedral shells. Larger icosahedral shells are not seen in
the simulated nonreversible growth model, perhaps explaining why scaf-
folding is needed for all larger icosahedral viruses. To see this figure in
color, go online.
FIGURE 8 Plot of the average radius Ravg/b0, defined as the radius of gy-
ration of the vertices of the shell, versus the spontaneous radius of curvature
R0/b0. The FvK number is fixed at a smaller value of g ¼ 2, which corre-
sponds to a mildly flexible subunit. (Horizontal dashed lines) Average
radius of the symmetric shells (A) and (D)–(G). It is possible to see a
stair-step-like feature with each flat step corresponding to a single type of
symmetric shell. With the exception of the shells (A) and (F), the corre-
sponding shell types are all seen in the in vitro studies of empty clathrin
coats. Representative shells are shown in Fig. 5. Note that the small radius
of curvature of the shell (A) and the unreliable formation of shell (F) in the
stochastic simulations could explain the absence of these shells in the ex-
periments. To see this figure in color, go online.
960 Wagner and Zandinumbers g > 1.5, as the spontaneous radius of curvature
increases, we observe discrete jumps from one symmetric
shell type to another.
Fig. 5 illustrates some of the structures associated with
the labeled flat steps in Fig. 8 for g ¼ 2. These shells are
similar to those observed in clathrin vesicles: the minicoat,
the hexagonal barrel, the tennis ball, and the soccer-ball
shells as illustrated in Fig. 5. The subunit of clathrin shells
is a triskelion molecule, shown in the upper-left corner of
Fig. 2 b, whose legs bond antiparallel. While the molecules
are relatively stiff, the long legs as well as the variability of
the bond angle between the legs can lead to an intermediate
FvK number g ¼ 2, and as a consequence, as seen in Fig. 5,
a range of shells is grown.
The in vitro self-assembly studies of clathrin coats show
that the size of cargo can modify the size of clathrin shells
(4), explaining further the variability of the bond angle
and the small FvK number. The smallest empty clathrin
shell observed in the experiment is the so-called minicoat
vesicle with 28 subunits, and not a dodecahedron with 20
subunits, which could be explained through the preferred
spontaneous curvature between clathrin subunits.
Fig. 8 also shows that for FvK number g ¼ 2, as the
spontaneous radius of curvature is increased, irregular
shells without any underlying symmetry are assembled. An
example of such a shell is shown in the inset of Fig. 8. TheFIGURE 7 Additional shells matching the simulation results presented in
Chen et al. (11,24). These include (B) N ¼ 14 with D5h symmetry, (C)
N ¼ 15 with D3h symmetry, (F) N ¼ 27 with S6 symmetry, and (H*)
N ¼ 42 with D5h symmetry. To see this figure in color, go online.
Biophysical Journal 109(5) 956–965irregular shells in this regime are more spherical in compar-
ison to those with a larger FvK number as discussed below,
and the average radius of the completed shells closely
matches the spontaneous radius of curvature of the subunits.
In contrast to clathrin vesicles and the shells obtained in
theoretical simulations constructed from cones, spheres, or
disks (7,11,24), which assemble into shells with different
symmetries, viruses seem to only form structures with icosa-
hedral symmetry in vivo. To explain this feature, we varied
the FvK number and examined in detail its role on the shell
symmetry. Our findings show that the FvK number can
indeed restrict the set of symmetric shells allowed, and
likely has some influence on the difference between shells
appearing in viral capsids versus clathrin coats.
For a fixed large FvK number g ¼ 10, the size of shells
grown as a function of the spontaneous radius of curvature
is illustrated in Fig. 9. We find two large flat regions, where
rather considerable changes in spontaneous radius of curva-
ture have no effect at all on the size of shell. These two flat
steps correspond to the shells A and G with icosahedral
symmetry shown in Fig. 6. If the subunits are considered
as capsid protein trimers, these correspond to T ¼ 1 and
T ¼ 3 icosahedral shells based on the Caspar-Klug classifi-
cation (see Fig. 6). As the spontaneous radius of curvature is
increased R0/b > 1.38, we find that large irregular oblong
and ellipsoidal shells form as illustrated in the inset to
Fig. 9. If the spontaneous radius of curvature is increased
even further, the formation of pentamers (which are required
to form closed shells) is suppressed completely, and only
rolled flat sheets are grown.
Comparison of Figs. 8 and 9 shows that the more flexible
subunits (lower FvK number) allow for a larger variety of
shells to grow. In fact, Fig. 4 shows that for g ¼ 0.5 there
FIGURE 9 Plot of the average radius Ravg/b0 versus the spontaneous
radius of curvature R0/b0. The FvK number is fixed at a large value of
g ¼10, corresponding to a very stiff subunit (difficult to deform). The
two large flat regions seen in the plot correspond to small icosahedral-struc-
ture shell types (A) and (G) in Fig. 6. For spontaneous radius of curvatures
larger than R0/b0 > 1.38, large nonsymmetric and nonspherical shells are
grown; (inset) an example is given. To see this figure in color, go online.
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with clathrin vesicles (g ¼ 2) or viral shells (g ¼ 10). These
additional structures are plotted in Fig. 7. Interestingly,
these shells were also observed in the molecular-dynamics
simulation of conical particles (11) or spherical particles
with convexity constraints (24) as explained in the Introduc-
tion. As the FvK number is decreased g < 1.5, a new
behavior emerges: the sharp transition between shell types
(E) and (F) disappears, and if the FvK number is further
decreased below g < 0.4, the sharp transition between shell
types (F) and (G) also disappears (see Fig. 10). In between
these regions, small relatively spherical nonsymmetric
shells, whose radii closely match the spontaneous radius
of curvature, are grown.
Our results illustrated in Figs. 4, 8, 9, and 10 clearly show
that the small T ¼ 1 and T ¼ 3 icosahedral structures are
robust and appear for all values of FvK numbers. The fact
that most small spherical viruses only adopt T ¼ 1 andFIGURE 10 Plot of the average radius Ravg/b0 versus the spontaneous
radius of curvature R0/b0. The FvK number is fixed at a small value of
g ¼ 0.25 corresponding to a flexible subunit. (Horizontal dashed lines)
Average radius of the symmetric shells (D–G) (see Fig. A1). (Dotted
line) Where Ravg ¼ R0. Note that between plateaus corresponding to shell
types (E–G), there are several nonsymmetric shells whose average radius
is closer to the spontaneous radius. (Inset) Example of a nonsymmetric
shell. To see this figure in color, go online.T ¼ 3 icosahedral structures, and not the other symmetric
shells illustrated in Figs. 5 and 7, suggests that viral coat
proteins for small viruses forming T ¼ 1 and T ¼ 3 struc-
tures should take on a rigid tertiary structure and be difficult
to deform, as in the case of the g < 10 structures illustrated
in Fig. 9.
It is interesting to note that only at the smaller FvK
numbers, g< 0:25, did we observe the ns ¼ 80 icosahedral
shell, corresponding to a T ¼ 4 capsid in the Caspar-Klug
classification (see Fig. 6). While icosahedral structures cor-
responding to ns¼ 20 and ns¼ 60 covered large areas of the
parameter space in Fig. 4 and are still robust in the stochas-
tic growth model (see below), the ns ¼ 80 icosahedral shell
only appeared in a small region of the phase space, and were
not as robust. This might indicate that forming a T ¼ 4
capsid with trimer subunits similar to those employed in
our simulations is not feasible as it is for T ¼ 4 structures
or higher T numbers; here, the number of in-equivalent po-
sitions on the shell increases and it becomes almost impos-
sible to form T > 3 made out of the rigid trimers associated
with large FvK numbers.
In addition to the T ¼ 4 structures, we found two other
structures with ns ¼ 80 subunits at intermediate FvK
numbers, 0:25<g< 2. However, these shells either dis-
played a fivefold D5 symmetry or no symmetry at all. The
two nonicosahedral ns ¼ 80 shells were not as spherical as
the icosahedral one. The D5 structure (Fig. 7 H*), corre-
sponding to the ns ¼ 42 magic number shells also seen in
Chen et al. (11,24), was slightly prolate spheroidal, while
the completely nonsymmetric structure was ellipsoidal.
Note that N ¼ 42 icosahedral structures did not even appear
in the simulations of Chen et al. (11,24); instead, they found
the D5 shell mentioned above, and appeared in Zandi et al.
(7) only if the overall system was under pressure.
In addition to the deterministic simulations, we studied
the growth of shells for the stochastic model with the width
of the distribution s¼ 20 (see Eq. 3)—the smallest value of
s for which there is an appreciable difference between the
stochastic and deterministic models. We found that the sym-
metric shells still reliably grow in the stochastic model in
exactly the same regions in which they had appeared in
the deterministic model, as shown in Fig. 11. This indicates
that the stochastic choice of where to add the next subunit
does not have a strong effect on the final structure of the
symmetric shells. This is not, however, the case for the irreg-
ular shells corresponding to the open areas of Fig. 4. In these
regions of parameter space for s ¼ 20, multiple and new
irregular shells were formed compared to the structures
assembled in the deterministic model.
There were a few exceptions to the robustness of the as-
sembly of symmetric shells in the stochastic model. Both
the N ¼ 27 (Fig. 7 F) and T ¼ 4 (Fig. 6 H) shells were
not reliably formed in the stochastic growth model in that,
in addition to the symmetric structures, similar sized
nonsymmetric shells were formed in the same region ofBiophysical Journal 109(5) 956–965
FIGURE 11 Phase diagram for the stochastic model with s ¼ 20
showing the different kind of shells assembled for values of the dimension-
less parameters g and R0/b0. (Solid region) Despite the stochastic growth,
only a single shell type is grown here. (Hashed region) Several similarly
sized nonsymmetric shells are formed in addition to the symmetric shell.
(Open areas) Regions where different types of shells without any regular
symmetry are assembled. (Unlabeled dark-shaded area, upper-left corner
of the plot with a large FvK number and large spontaneous radius of curva-
ture) Region in which no pentamers can be formed and the elastic sheet
curves around to form a cylinder. To see this figure in color, go online.
962 Wagner and Zandiparameter space. Further, one additional symmetric shell
was observed in the stochastic model that did not appear
in the deterministic one; the tennis-ball shell (Fig. 5 E*).
The barrel (Fig. 5 E) and tennis ball both have the same
number of clathrin subunits, ns ¼ 36, which consist of 12
pentagonal and 8 hexagonal faces. Shell (E), which is
the only shell seen with ns ¼ 36 in the deterministic simula-
tion, contains two rings of six pentagons separated by a
ring of six hexagons. Shell (E*) has the 12 pentagons con-
nected in a line that winds around the shell in the same
manner as the seam on a tennis ball, and the eight hexagons
lay in two patches of four. Note that both structures are
observed in the experimental studies of assembly of clathrin
coats (2).
If we keep increasing the width of the distribution in
Eq. 3, s, we will reach a regime in which more aberrant par-
ticles appear and the free-energy landscape becomes so
large that it becomes almost impossible to extract any useful
information with a limited number of simulations. That is
why the focus of the article is on deterministic simulations
that are supposed to follow the most probable assembly
pathways, and thus create a meaningful representation of
the final clathrin or capsid structures.
Remarkably, despite the nonequilibrium and stochastic
assembly pathways, there are vast regions in the parameter
space displaying shells with a high degree of symmetry
(see Figs. 4 and 11). This is due to the interplay between
spontaneous radius of curvature and response of the elastic
triangular network to local stresses. The radius of curvature
of a regular icosahedron made up of 20 triangular subunits is
R0/b0 z 0.915 while sheets made of only hexamers are
perfectly flat with R0/b0 ¼ N. For the range of R0 studied
(1.1 < R0/b0 < 1.8) in this article, the introduction of a pen-
tamer creates too much local curvature while the addition ofBiophysical Journal 109(5) 956–965a hexamer will induce too little curvature. Depending upon
which type of capsomer creates more stress, we found that
the local distortion tended to discourage the formation of
similar capsomers in the immediate vicinity of each other.
It is this effective repulsion that gives rise to the symmetric
structures observed in different systems. Small spontaneous
radius of curvature (R0/b0 < 1.3) promotes formation of
pentamers and repulsion between hexamers, leading to the
small shells with tetrahedral and dihedral symmetries.
Larger R0/b0, on the other hand, favors formation of hexam-
ers and repulsion between pentamers resulting in, for
example, the ns ¼ 60 and ns ¼ 80 subunit shells with icosa-
hedral symmetry.
For large values of spontaneous radius of curvature, we
were indeed able to obtain similar results to the work of
Hicks and Henley (6), Nguyen et al. (34), Levandovsky
and Zandi (30), and Yu et al. (31), all of which used slightly
different variants of the model studied in this work. For
larger spontaneous radius of curvatures, we obtain mostly
irregular capsids with many of the larger capsids displaying
defects identical to those observed in Hicks and Henley (6).
For large shells pertinent to retroviral shells and a fixed FvK
number, we found a similar behavior to that seen in Levan-
dovsky and Zandi (30), i.e., as spontaneous radius of curva-
ture increases, the type of capsids formed changes from the
irregular spheroidal capsids to larger irregular capsids,
including cone-shaped structures and, finally, tube-shaped
capsids.CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we used a minimal nonequilibrium model to
study the growth of nanostructures constructed with iden-
tical subunits. We found that large spontaneous curvatures
between subunits lead to the growth of many small highly
symmetric shells, consistent with those observed in nature.
The formation of most of the symmetric shells is robust;
they are formed over large areas of the parameter space
despite the nonreversible and stochastic growth pathways
used.
While the mechanical properties of the subunits,
described by the single dimensionless FvK number, deter-
mines which set of shells is allowed to form as shown in
Figs. 5, 6, and 7, the spontaneous radius of curvature deter-
mines the size of the shells. For fixed FvK number, the
impact of spontaneous curvature on the size and structure
of shells is demonstrated in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. These plots
clearly indicate that the FvK number g can explain why
shells that formed from conical particles (11) or clathrin
shells (2) display many more magic numbers than the shells
formed from viral capsid proteins.
While a large g implies that the subunits are difficult to
deform from the preferred shape of an equilateral triangle,
small g implies more flexible subunits. The conical particles
used in Chen et al. (11) do not have any explicit triangular
Robust Assembly of Symmetric Nanoshells 963symmetry; the underlying hexagonal symmetry only ap-
pears due to the close packing of circles in a plane (see
Fig. 2). The lack of explicit triangular symmetry leads to a
smaller FvK number g, which allows for more diverse shells
to be formed. The long legs and variability of the bonding
angle of the triskelion molecules that make up clathrin shells
results in a more flexible molecule, and thus a small FvK
number compared to that of viral shells. In contrast to the
conical particles employed in simulations and the triskelion
molecules in clathrin shells, we expect the viral capsid
proteins assume a large FvK number as they only form
structures with icosahedral symmetry.
While the T ¼ 1 and T ¼ 3 icosahedra are the only sym-
metric shells seen at large g-values, they are found over the
full range of g-values studied. For small values of FvK, in
addition to structures with icosahedral symmetry, shells
with other symmetries also form as the subunits can be
stretched quite easily. The fact that we obtain T ¼ 4 struc-
tures for small FvK is not surprising because the subunits
must be somewhat flexible to deform to all four inequivalent
positions. This could explain as noted above why our trimer
system is not appropriate to obtain T > 3 for large FvK
numbers.
Interestingly enough and consistent with our studies,
many in vitro assembly experiments on icosahedral viruses
show that a change either in capsid proteins through muta-
tion or in the length of encapsidated genome modifies the
size of the capsid but its symmetry is nevertheless preserved,
i.e., a different T number with icosahedral symmetry forms.
For example, the recent experiments performed on P22, a
T ¼ 7 virus, shows that while the mutant capsid proteins
(E18C) of P22 form smaller procapsids, they still adopt
structures with icosahedral symmetry, as T ¼ 4 structures
(35). The experimental and theoretical studies of Sun
et al. (36) also show that as the size of the encapsulated
gold nanoparticles increases, capsids with larger T numbers
form. The same behavior has been observed in the self-
assembly studies of CCMV capsid proteins with a linear
anionic polymer (polystyrene sulfonate) (37) and with
RNA (12) of different lengths. In these experiments, as
the size of encapsulated PSS or RNA increases, the size ofCCMV capsid increases from a pseudo T¼ 2 to T¼ 3 struc-
ture. Note that while in this article we do not explicitly take
into account the impact of salt concentration, pH, or genome
on the viral assembly, the interaction of genome or other
anionic cargos with capsid proteins, pH, or salt concentra-
tion can modify protein’s spontaneous curvature and/or me-
chanical properties (FvK), leading to different structures
with different symmetries (35–39). Obviously, if the change
in the mutated capsid proteins, size of genome, or even
concentration of protein subunits in solution is significant
enough to completely drive the system out of equilibrium,
other structures start to appear (40).
It is worth mentioning that while it is widely accepted that
the shells with icosahedral symmetry constitute the lowest
free-energy structures (7,11), our work shows that small
highly symmetric shells can be reliably formed even under
the very restrictive conditions of irreversible growth. We
find that over a wide range of parameter space, growth
following the local minimum free-energy path leads to
shells identical to the symmetric minimum free-energy
structures seen in equilibrium studies (7). A careful analysis
of all the structures formed shows that in the range of curva-
tures studied in this article, the mismatch between the
desired spontaneous radius of curvature and the local radius
of curvature induced by a pentamer or hexamer tends to sup-
press the formation of similar types of capsomers in the
vicinity of each other. This suppression tends to lead to
the small shells being highly symmetric in nature. This ef-
fect seems to be short-ranged, which can explain both
why larger clathrin vesicles display no symmetry and why
larger viruses need scaffolding proteins or other mecha-
nisms to form shells with icosahedral symmetry. While
FvK equations can be solved in the absence of spontaneous
curvature and give an estimate for the repulsion between
pentamers (9), in the presence of spontaneous curvature,
the highly nonlinear nature of equations makes solving these
equations completely nontrivial.
Understanding the mechanisms and assembly pathways
of formation of highly symmetric robust shells could have
significant impact in the development of antiviral therapies
and in design of novel biomimetic materials.FIGURE A1 Set of small symmetric shells
formed in the similarly labeled shaded regions in
the parameter space plots in Figs. 4 and 11. (Trian-
gles) Subunits. The pentamers (points with five
triangles attached) appear darker (red online) in
the figure. The shells (A–H) have ns ¼ 20, 24, 26,
28, 36, 50, 60, and 80 subunits or N ¼ 12, 14, 15,
16, 20, 27, 32, and 42 vertices (pentamers and hex-
amers), respectively. It should be noted that the sets
of shells (E) and (E*), and (H) and (H*), have the
same number of subunits but different symmetries.
The symmetries of the shells (left to right and top to
bottom) are icosahedral, D6, D3; tetrahedral, D6,
D2, D5; and icosahedral, S6. To see this figure in
color, go online.
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FIGURE A2 Step-by-step growth of the nanoshell shown by a series of
snapshots. In steps 1, 2, and 4, a single new subunit is added at the location
with the smallest opening angle. In step 3, the small opening wedge is
closed without inserting another subunit, forming a pentamer. In step 5, a
new subunit is inserted and bound along both edges, forming a hexamer.
To see this figure in color, go online.
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The symmetric shells assembled through the nonreversible addition of
triangular subunits in our work found to match the symmetric structures
in three disparate systems: viral capsids, clathrin coats, and theoretical sim-
ulations involving identical cone-shaped particles (1,2,11). The shells dis-
played in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 in the full article are plotted with the relevant
subunits to each case to best show the match between our work and these
systems. However, to provide a consistent comparison between all symmet-
ric shells, we illustrate them all using the same subunit (see Fig. A1).
As clearly revealed in the figure, as the size of shell increases, the strong
repulsion between hexamers diminishes and repulsion between pentamers
becomes stronger, leading to the shell with different symmetry type. Movies
of the step-by-step growth of each shell are presented in the Supporting
Material.
Fig. A2 demonstrates the steps taken in the assembly process by illus-
trating the snapshots of the growing shell. Most steps proceed through
the addition of a new subunit to the edge with the smallest opening angle.
This is the case for steps 1, 2, and 4. For steps 3 and 5, we see that there is
a vertex on the edge with five subunits already attached, and a choice must
be made to close into a pentamer (as done in step 3), or insert another subunit
to form a hexamer (as done in step 5). This choice is made based on which
capsomer, pentamer, or hexamer leads to a lower total energy per subunit
for the shell.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Tenmovies are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
S0006-3495(15)00776-6.AUTHOR CONTRIBUTIONS
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